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GRAMMATRON, a pioneering moment in digital and net art and one the first works of online 
art to be exhibited as part of the Whitney Biennial of American Art, turns 20 on June 26, 
2017.  

Artist Mark Amerika’s four year process of creation culminated in 1997 with one of the first 
artworks built to live online, using solely online content. Composed of thousands of hyperlinks, 
pages of text and visual web content, GRAMMATRON created a randomly-generated, open-
ended viewer experience. The accompanying soundtrack and theory guide helped push the 
work across genres, encompassing visual and conceptual art, literature and film, leading to 
numerous presentations, performances, and interviews for Amerika. 

GRAMMATRON will be the focal point and inspiration of an international symposium to be 
held by the British Computer Arts Society in London in September with an accompanying 
group exhibition, both co-sponsored by the Electronic Literature Organization and the 
University of Colorado where he is a faculty member. Upfor.digital, the online extension of 
Portland’s Upfor Gallery, is proud to help commemorate the anniversary with an online 
presentation of Detail(s) from GRAMMATRON (Animated GIF Remix). 

Made in collaboration with artists Melanie Clemmons and Zak Loyd, this online-only exhibition 
remixes animated mega-GIFs from the original site as well as scans of text, ephemera and 
other artworks that informed the original work’s development from the GRAMMATRON print 
archive. True to the era in which the original work was created,  Detail(s) from GRAMMATRON 
(Animated GIF Remix) provides an ever-changing viewer experience that is intended to run for 
minutes or hours, not seconds, and stubbornly refuses to cooperate with mobile devices. The 
result is a curious blend of modernity with nostalgia for an era when artists set out to "crash 
your browser with content,” testing the limits of what an internet experience could be. 

Mark Amerika's artwork has exhibited internationally at venues such as the Whitney Museum, 
the Denver Art Museum, the Institute of Contemporary Arts in London, and the Walker Art 
Center. In 2009-2010, The National Museum of Contemporary Art in Athens, Greece, hosted 
Amerika’s comprehensive retrospective exhibition entitled UNREALTIME. In 2009, Amerika 
released Immobilité, often considered the first feature-length art film ever shot on a mobile 
phone. He is the author of many books including remixthebook (University of Minnesota Press, 
2011 — remixthebook.com), META/DATA: A Digital Poetics (The MIT Press, 2007) and the 
novels The Kafka Chronicles and Sexual Blood (both with FC2/University of Alabama). His 



 

transmedia art work, Museum of Glitch Aesthetics, was commissioned by the Abandon Normal 
Devices Festival in conjunction with the London 2012 Olympics. In March of 2017, Amerika 
was the first American artist to have a survey exhibition of digital artwork in Havana. His new 
book, remixthecontext, will be published by Routledge in fall 2017.   

Mark Amerika was recently appointed Professor of Distinction at the University of Colorado 
Boulder, where he is the Founding Director of the Doctoral Program in Intermedia Art, Writing 
and Performance and a Professor of Art and Art History. 

### 

About Upfor: Founded in 2013, Upfor presents contemporary art from emerging and 
established artists working in digital and other mediums. The physical gallery is located at 929 
NW Flanders Street, Portland, Oregon 97209. Gallery hours are Tuesday–Saturday from 
11:00 am to 6:00 pm, Sunday from 12:00 to 5:00 pm and by appointment. Upfor's program of 
online exhibitions is hosted and archived at upfor.digital. For more information about our 
programming in both physical and virtual galleries, please visit upforgallery.com. 

Image credit: Screen shot from Details(s) from GRAMMATRON (Animated GIF Remix) by Mark 
Amerika in collaboration with Melanie Clemmons and Zak Loyd. Image courtesy Mark Amerika and 
Upfor Gallery.  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